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Yesterday a victim, today an oppressor: how aid
funds war in Congo
Catherine Philp, Diplomatic Correspondent

Tonight a hush will fall over the national stadium in Kigali as, one by one, a sea of
candles is lit to commemorate the 800,000 lives lost in the Rwandan genocide. A
screen will fill with the faces of luminaries from the actress Sandra Bullock to
David Cameron, the British Conservative leader, speaking of the candles they
have lit for Rwanda's victims and survivors.
Presiding over it all will be Paul Kagame, the Rwandan President, self-styled
liberator and darling of Western aid donors who rushed billions to the tiny nation
in the guilty aftermath of foreign inaction to stop the killing.
But 15 years on, Mr Kagame finds himself cast more as a perpetrator than
victim, with the unveiling of Rwanda's role in the plunder and killing in eastern
Congo, a war that has claimed the lives of five times as many people as the
genocides in Rwanda and Darfur combined. So why are British taxpayers still
supporting him?
Since the genocide, Rwanda has relied on foreign aid for half its national budget.
Britain is its single largest donor, committed to a disbursement of at least £46
million a year until 2015. The United States is close behind in direct contributions
to Rwanda's budget, a form of aid-giving reserved for what the European Union
calls a “privileged” few who have proved their transparency and good
governance.
In December Sweden and the Netherlands abruptly revoked aid to Rwanda after
the revelations about its meddling in Congo - not just as punishment but also in
response to the contention that without foreign aid Rwanda could not have
financed its deadly but highly profitable operations over the border.

A Rwandan refugee child in
1994. Tonight the genocide
will be remembered

Rwanda originally invaded eastern Congo in 1996 in pursuit of the Hutu genocide perpetrators who fled there to
evade justice. Uganda came too, in pursuit of its own rebels. Timothy Reid, a senior United Nations peacekeeping
official in Rwanda and Congo, calculated that even factoring in the profits of the mineral wealth Rwanda pillaged
from Congo, the war there would have put it $100 million (£70 million) into the red, had it not been for the cushion
of foreign aid.
After Rwanda pulled out of Congo officially, it continued the war there by proxy, supporting Tutsi rebels led by
General Laurent Nkunda. It always denied the support, until December, when the damning results of a UN inquiry
proved the link beyond question. The Nkunda forces had marched to the gates of Goma, slaughtering hundreds, in
the company of uniformed Rwandan soldiers with covering fire from Rwandan tanks over the border. Rwandan
soldiers have forcibly recruited children on his behalf - a war crime that landed Thomas Lubanga, a Congolese
warlord, in the dock at The Hague as the first defendant of the permanent International Criminal Court.
The investigation unearthed e-mails between General Nkunda's men and a close associate of Mr Kagame, Tribert
Rujugiro, detailing the transfer of funds to the general. Mr Rujugiro is a member of the same Rwandan presidential
advisory panel as Tony Blair. Mr Rujugiro is in London awaiting extradition to South Africa on charges of tax
evasion. He appeared in a previous UN report as a big profiteer from the illegal plunder of minerals by Rwandan
forces in Congo. That same report details the highly systematic nature of the Rwandan military looting, compared
with the much less structured Ugandan plunder.
Western diplomats described to The Times the electric effect of the UN report on the Kagame regime as
realisation dawned that the flow of aid might be imperilled. Military commanders, in particular, were said to be
alarmed at the prospect of losing their military ties with Britain by which scores of Rwandan officers have passed
through Sandhurst. Their training has made them favourite for highly lucrative UN peacekeeping missions in places
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